We describe the design and principle of operation of a fast and sensitive electrometer operated at millikelvin temperatures, which aims at replacing conventional semiconducting charge amplifiers in experiments needing low back-action or high sensitivity. The electrometer consists of a Cooper Pair box (CPB) coupled to a microwave resonator, which converts charge variations to resonance frequency shifts. We analyze the dependence of the sensitivity on the various parameters of the device, and derive their optimization. By exploiting the nonlinearities of this electrometer, and using conventional nanofabrication and measurement techniques, a charge sensitivity of a few 10
I. INTRODUCTION
The detection of the time variations of minute amounts of charge is instrumental in the success of recent experiments in many fields. We can cite, for instance, the measurement of the transport statistics in a mesoscopic circuit [1] , the demonstration of exotic states of matter such as Majorana fermions [2] , or even the observation of new phenomena in astrophysics such as neutrino coherent scattering [3, 4] or the search for direct dark matter detection at low masses [5] .
Such ultimate charge sensing requires to operate at low enough temperatures in order to suppress the thermal charge fluctuations that would mask the desired phenomena. These experiments are typically performed in dilution refrigerators at temperatures around 10-50 mK. In this temperature range, conventional semiconducting charge amplifiers generally do no work or they dissipate more than the refrigerator can handle. Secluding the readout electronics at higher temperature is neither desired because it unavoidably adds stray capacitances that reduce the charge-detection bandwith and increase the noise pick-up.
It has long been shown that single charge mesoscopic devices (SCD) are well suited for ultimate electrometry at these temperatures. Some of these devices are actually the dual of the SQUID and as such, they are also potentially quantum limited. The most famous SCDs are the Single Electron Transistor or quantum dots that are operated essentially as field transistors: the gate charge modulates the out-of-equilibrium (dissipative) current flowing between source and drain. Such out-of equilibrium operation creates many electron-hole pairs nearby the SCD, that will eventually relax by emitting phonons or photons into the environment. These radiations in turn influence the charge to be detected in a sensitive device. It is often difficult to assess the influence that those microscopic excitations can have onto the measured systems. Fortunately, such uncontrolled electromagnetic back-action can be completely avoided by using superconducting versions of SCDs, such as the single Cooper pair transistor (CPT) or its simpler version the Cooper pair box (CPB). Indeed, these devices can be operated in equilibrium (no voltage bias and no dissipation), making their back-action minimal and through a well-identified channel.
Finally, large-bandwidth implementations [6, 7] of these mesoscopic charge sensing devices were demonstrated by coupling them with resonant microwave (µw) circuits. This further enables the frequency-multiplexing of charge detectors on a single line which is highly desirable in experiments where many charge channels need to be monitored. Hence our choice to use an optimized microwave superconducting, i.e. non dissipative, electrometer, which has both large bandwidths and multiplexing capabilities, and with a minimal back-action.
In this work we analyse in depth the optimal design of a µw Cooper pair box electrometer suitable for a large variety of applications, including the charge channel of bolometric particle detectors. Our optimization takes advantage of the quantum nature of the coupled resonator -CPB system and it includes the analysis of nonlinearities, that are shown to enhance the performances by one order of magnitude compared to state-of-the-art [8] [9] [10] .
In section 2 we describe our electrometer based on a CPB embedded in a microwave resonator. The electrometer's small signals sensitivity is derived in section 3, first in the linear regime of the CPB, then taking into account the CPB nonlinear response, and finally including the resonator quantum nonlinearities. Section 4 addresses the main sources of imperfections, i.e. the problem of offset charge noise and quasiparticle poisonning of the island [11] . Section 5 is a brief discussion about how to integrate our electrometer in a detector. (dark rectangle) connected to the ground through a Josephson junction, and capacitively coupled to one or several "gate" electrodes. As seen from a particular gate i the circuit is equivalent to an effective variable capacitance C eff,i when EC is large compared to kBT . (b) CPB's first 3 energy levels computed numerically for EJ /EC = 0.2 as a function of the reduced charge nG accumulated on the gates. (c) Corresponding quantum capacitance CQ of the ground state of the CPB (relative to the absolute maximum at nG = 1/2). Vertical dashed lines indicate the working gate charge n opt G at which sensitivity to a small change in nG is optimum.
II. THE RF-CPB ELECTROMETER

A. The Cooper pair box
The Cooper pair box (CPB -see fig. 1 .a) [12] [13] [14] [15] , consists of a micron-sized superconducting "island" connected to a much larger superconducting "reservoir" through a Josephson junction. The island can be capacitively coupled to other electrodes to sense the charge that they carry.
The CPB is characterized by a single degree of freedom: the charge on its island and its conjugate variable the phase across the junction. Its behavior results from a competition between charging effects which tend to localize charge in the island, and the Josephson effect that allows Cooper pairs to tunnel in and out. Both are quantified by their characteristic energy: (i) E C = (2e) 2 /2C Σ the charging energy of one Cooper pair, with C Σ = C J + i C G,i the sum of the Josephson junction capacitance C J and all the capacitances C G,i between the island and gates i; (ii) E J = Φ 0 I C /2π the Josephson energy coupling two charge states of the island differing by one Cooper pair, with Φ 0 = h/2e the magnetic flux quantum and I C the critical current of the junction.
The CPB Hamiltonian
The CPB Hamiltonian, written in the basis of charge states |n corresponding to integer numbers n of Cooper pairs on the island, reads
where the "gate charge" n G = n G,i + n ∼ G is the sum of all reduced charges n G,i = C G,i V G,i /2e of the surrounding gate electrodes at voltages V G,i , plus a fluctuating offset charge n ∼ G of microscopic origin. H CPB can be diagonalized either numerically by truncating the charge basis, or analytically in the conjugate phase basis [16] . The eigenstates of the CPB are coherent superpositions of charge states forming 2e-periodic energy bands ε k (n G ), the shape of which depends on the E J /E C ratio. In the so-called charge regime E J E C of interest for electrometry, the CPB states are close to pure charge states and their energy and other observables depend strongly on n G (see Fig. 1 .b).
Our observable: the quantum capacitance in the charge regime
As can be seen from the CPB spectrum on Fig. 1 .b, the degeneracy between two neighbouring charge states is lifted around n G = 1/2 by the Josephson coupling. This induces a change of curvature ∂ 2 n G ε 0 of the CPB ground state. This curvature, which is plotted in Fig. 1 .c, enters the capacitance to ground of any particular gate electrode i, by a quantity C Q,i ≡ −η i C G,i ∂ 2 n G ε 0 called the quantum or Josephson capacitance of the CPB [17] [18] [19] , with η i = C G,i /C Σ the gate i lever arm.
The quantum capacitance is obviously higher in the charge regime: For E J /E C 0.1, a subspace of two charge states accurately describes the system, and
can even exceed C Σ . It can be used for instance to probe the state of the CPB charge qubit [20] .
The modulation of C Q with gate charge n G also enables charge sensing: charge fluctuations on a gate can indeed be detected by monitoring the CPB's effective capacitance, provided that thermal excitations of the CPB at all n G are avoided by operating it at k B T min(ε 1 − ε 0 ) = E J . Moreover, because C Q,i can be measured in ac at relatively high frequency, it is a good observable for highspeed electrometry.
B. Measurement scheme: Embedding the CPB in a resonator
To measure its quantum capacitance variations, the CPB is capacitively coupled to a superconducting LC resonator of frequency ν r = 1/2π √ L r C r and impedance Z r = L r /C r with a coupling capacitance C G,r (see Fig. 2 ). According to previous section, the resonator is thus terminated by an effective tunable capacitance C eff = C geom,r + C Q,r (n G ) (see Fig. 1 ). Here, C geom,r = (1 − η G,r )C G,r is the geometrical capacitance seen from the microwave port of the CPB. Classically, C eff adds to the resonator capacitance C r and displaces its bare frequency ν r toν r (n G ) = ν r (1 + C eff (n G )/C r ) −1/2 . The resonator is coupled inductively to the side of an on-chip transmission line of characteristic impedance Z 0 = 50Ω whose complex transmission S 21 (ν = ω/2π) = V − 2 /V + 1 at frequency ν is measured close to the resonator frequencyν r (see Fig. 2 ). The frequency shift of the resonator induced by the CPB modifies the phase and amplitude of S 21 . The output signal at port 2 is then amplified by a first amplifier stage whose input noise determines the overall sensitivity of the setup, as discussed below.
This "side-coupling" is inspired from detector arrays for astroparticle and astronomy, and is used in a variety of applications including arrays of RF-SETs [21] , kinetic inductance detectors (KIDs) [22] , SQUIDs [23] and qubits [24] . It can provide up to a few MHz bandwidth and enables multiplexing a large number of detectors on a single microwave line.
III. SMALL SIGNAL SENSITIVITY
We now derive the expressions for the sensitivity S e of our electrometer. In sections III A to III D, we first make a simple calculation that neglects the nonlinearity of the resonator inherited from its coupling to the CPB. In section III E we take this effect into account, and show how the nonlinearity can be exploited to improve the sensitivity. We finally define the procedure to find the optimal parameters.
The electrometer responsivity, defined as the modulus of the S 21 derivative with respect to n G ,
is simply the product of the variation of S 21 with frequency, the variation ∂ C ν r = ∂ C Q ν r of the resonance frequency with capacitance, and the variation of C Q with gate charge. This expression is valid in the linear regime, when the µw probe signal represents small variations δn G 1 of n G . The resonator embedding the CPB is "side-coupled" inductively to a 50Ω transmission line along which the µw excitation propagates and is amplified. The CPB quantum capacitance CQ seen from the µw gate acts as a parallel capacitance that adds up to the bare resonator capacitance Cr. The charge q d collected on the detector gate capacitor C G,d modifies CQ(nG) and shifts the resonator frequency νr. To maximize the response to charge variations a "feedback" gate (labelled f ) is used to maintain nG at the optimal value for which ∂n G CQ is maximum. (b) The resonator is probed through its S21 complex transmission coefficient between ports 1 and 2. When varying the frequency S21 moves in the complex plane along a circle starting from and ending at Re(S21) = 1 far away from resonance, and passing through a minimum amplitude at resonance (dots); the diameter of this circle depends on the ratio Qc/Qi of the internal losses to the energy leakage towards the line. (c) Linear responsivity |∂ν S21| of the resonator (see section III B) plotted as a function of reduced frequency y, for the same set of r = Qc/Qi. Responsivity is maximal at resonance (y = 0) and for critical coupling (r = 1), and increases with Qi.
A. Capacitance response ∂n G C Q,rf
The capacitance derivative with respect to charge can be expressed analytically from Eq. (2) for E J /E C 0.1 and small µw power:
It takes a maximum
C . This value of n G is the optimal working point, which is to be adjusted constantly during operation with a DC "feedback" gate (see Fig. 2 .a).
B. Microwave response ∂C Q νr and |∂ν S21|
The second term entering Eq. (3) is written ∂ C Q ν r = −ν r /2C r , assuming that the µw voltage across the resonator capacitor appears fully on the µw gate of the CPB (i.e. that the CPB is effectively placed in parallel with the capacitance of the resonator).
To obtain |∂ ν S 21 |, we first express the complex transmission coefficient S 21 (see Fig. 2 .b) as a function of the reduced frequencies x = ν/ν r − ν r /ν ≈ ν/ν r − 1 and y = 2Q c x. In the side-coupled geometry
where Q i and Q c are the resonator quality factors due to internal losses and coupling to the 50Ω transmission line, respectively, and r = Q c /Q i . The internal quality factor can be expressed as Q −1 i = (κ TLS + κ rad + κ diss + κ mag + κ ports )/ω r , taking into account the energy decay rates due to dielectric two level systems (TLS) [25] , radiation in free space (rad), Joule dissipation (diss), magnetic field induced losses (mag), or losses towards other electrodes coupled to the resonator (e.g., the gates connected to the CPB).
The coupling quality factor Q c is given by the mutual inductance M c and/or coupling capacitance C c to the transmission line. For weak coupling we have
in the case of a purely capacitive (resp. inductive) coupling, with Z coupler = 1/jC c ω r (resp. jM c ω r ) the impedance of the coupling element at the resonator frequency ω r , and Z line = Z 0 /2 the line impedance as seen from the coupling point. For a distributed coupling, this generalizes to Q c ≈ ω It is also useful to define the total quality factor Q −1
i that relates the power P in injected at the input port 1 of the transmission line (Fig. 2) to the average number of photonsN inside the resonator:
The modulus of the S 21 variations with respect to a change in the resonance frequency,
has a maximum at the resonance frequency (y = 0) and increases with Q i (see Fig. 2 .c). Given some unavoidable internal losses (onto which one has limited control), the best resonator linear responsivity is achieved at critical coupling Q c = Q i (r = 1). However we will see in section III E 2 that the result is different when taking the nonlinearity into account.
C. Linear sensitivity limited by the amplification chain
The detection sensitivity is now determined by the noise sources. The main and only sample-independent one comes from the µw amplification chain, the noise of which is always dominated by the first amplification stage. In this section where we consider only linear behaviours of all the components, the first amplification stage is a high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifier located at 4K. Typical commercially available HEMT amplifiers have noise temperatures around T N = 4K in the frequency range of interest ([1 − 5] GHz), corresponding to a noise power k B T N per unit bandwidth. By definition, the sensitivity S e of the electrometer in e − / √ Hz is the charge variation inducing a power variation at the amplifier input equal to k B T N × 1 Hz (signal to noise ratio of 1 in a bandwidth of 1Hz). It is thus the voltage noise spectral density √ k B T N Z 0 divided by the electrometer responsivity, that is
with P in the power at the sample input. Combining Eq. (4) and (6) into Eq. (3) yields the setup limited charge sensitivity in the linear regime at low µw power and optimal n G :
where c 0 = 25
√ ω r E C expresses the capacitive coupling between the CPB and the resonator in terms of energy (or frequency), as detailed further in section III E 1.
Optimizing our electrometer consists in minimizing S lin e by adjusting all independent parameters. At first glance, parameters in (8) could seem independent, though it is not the case. P in is constrained below a maximum value due to two nonlinearities: the nonlinearity of the quantum capacitance response (∂ n G C Q,µ ) presented in the next section, and the nonlinearity of the resonator response (|∂ ν S 21 |) inherited from its coupling to the CPB, treated in section III E 1.
D. Smoothing of the quantum capacitance by the microwave signal
Since the CPB's quantum capacitance is nonlinear in n G , the µw gate charge δn G = η G,r πZ r /R Q √N ω r /E C , with R Q = h/4e 2 the superconducting quantum of impedance, has to be small compared to the period (δn G 1). Otherwise, the sharp C Q variations around n opt G responsible for the high sensitivity of the electrometer (see Fig. 1.c) is smoothed and the sensitivity degraded. This smoothing is calculated here in a semi-classical way. We define the average capacitance probed by the µw tone as the integral of the quantum capacitance over a period of the microwave, assuming a linear resonator response. Figure 3 .a shows the result of this averaging for several values of the µw excitation δn G 1/2 . Note that the optimal working point n opt G now depends on power P in and has to be computed numerically (Fig. 3.b) . The resulting µw averaged sensitivity S e (n opt G ) degrades at high δn G as shown in Fig. 3 .c. This degradation can be kept below a factor two by limiting δn G below 0.1.
E. Nonlinearity of the resonator response
The CPB-resonator Hamiltonian
Up to now we have forgotten the nonlinearity of the resonator inherited from the very nonlinear CPB device coupled to it. We will show that this effect can be already important for only a few photons in the resonator and that it modifies strongly the sensitivity dependence (8) on input power, quality factors and resonator-CPB coupling. This nonlinearity is calculated below with a full quantum treatment of the CPB-resonator system.
In the circuit quantum electrodynamics language, the total Hamiltonian of the system reads [26, 27] 
where a and a † are the photon annihilation and creation operators of the bare resonator, and g = eV rms C G,r /C Σ is the CPB-resonator coupling factor with V rms = ω r /2C r the rms voltage on the µw gate of the CPB produced by zero point fluctuations. Here, the field amplitude (a + a † ) in the coupling term reflects the µw gate [16] , allows us to diagonalize H tot exactly in the tensorial product of the two eigenbases.
Since our CPB is operated in the charge regime E J /E C 1 at n opt G close to 1/2, one could think that it is modeled sufficiently accurately by the two level system (TLS) made of the {|n = 0 , |n = 1 } charge states at n G = 1/2. In this approximation H tot takes the JaynesCumings form (eq. 16 in [26] with θ = π/2 )
with Ω ≡ ε 1 − ε 0 the TLS transition energy, and σ + , σ − and σ Z the TLS raising, lowering, and z Pauli operators, respectively. Neglecting the fast oscillating terms σ + a † and σ − a that do not conserve the number of excitations and taking into account that the CPB transition and the resonator frequencies are very different (∆ ≡ Ω − ω r g), H JC can be solved analytically in the so-called rotating wave approximation (RWA), which yield a dispersive hamiltonian [27] 
exhibiting a CPB state-dependent resonator shift ∓χ = ∓g 2 /∆ and a Kerr nonlinearity per photon [28] 
However, within the relevant parameter window for electrometry, solving numerically H tot (or H JC keeping all terms) yields very different results from those obtained for H disp in the RWA, the nonlinearity at low photon numbers being for instance three times larger. Consequently, we solve Eq. (9) numerically by truncating the CPB and resonator Hilbert spaces to three eigenstates and N tot = 200 Fock states, respectively [29] . From the eigenspectrum, we select the energies E 0,N of the eigenstates |0, N corresponding to the CPB being mostly in its ground state |0 hybridized with the resonator mostly in Fock state |N . We then plot in Fig. 4 the transitions frequencies ∆ω N,rel ≡ (ω N − ω r )/ω r = (E 0,N +1 − E 0,N )/ ω r − 1 between two successive |N states, relative to the bare resonator frequency ω r , together with the results obtained within the RWA (dashed lines).
The dependence on n G is shown on Fig. 4 .a for two pairs of {E J , g} values. The resonator nonlinearity shows up as a dispersion of ∆ω N,rel with Fock index N , with a maximum spread at n G = 1/2. This shift of ∆ω N,rel with N is plotted in Fig. 4.b-d (swapped axis) at n opt G for different sets of parameters {ω r , E J , g}. The spectrum and its dependence on N differ significantly from the RWA prediction, as seen by comparing the dashed lines with the solid lines in insets a and d of Fig. 4 . Besides, we also observe peaks at certain N values, corresponding to resonant transitions |0, N > |1, N −m >involving a coherent exchange of m photons. Their existence depends on the coupling strength g as shown in fig. 4 .d, and the specific N at which they occur depends on ω r and E J (on the commensurability of the |0, N >and |1, N > ladders), as shown in Fig. 4 .b. Such resonance have of course to be avoided by design for our electrometry application.
These results illustrate how the RWA fails to describe our system, in particular when g becomes non negligible with respect to ω r , and show that the full complexity of the Hamiltonian has to be taken into account to design properly a µw-CPB electrometer.
Nonlinear corrections and boost of the charge sensitivity Se
To incorporate easily the nonlinearity computed above in our calculation of the charge sensitivity, and although this nonlinearity slightly departs from a pure Kerr behavior, we choose to approximate it by a Kerr nonlinearity with the Kerr constant K 0 that linearizes our numerical results at small N : ω N = ω 0 + N K 0 .
We now calculate numerically the nonlinear corrections to |∂ ν S 21 | entering the responsivity |∂ n G S 21 | in Eq. (3), and how they affect the sensitivity S e in Eq. (8) . We model the nonlinear resonator by the Hamiltonian
with the new frequency ω 0 and Kerr coefficient K 0 taken at n opt G . Following [30] with the convention β re = βe iωt + c.c. for all the real fields β re , the stationary equation of motion within the monochromatic approximation at the driving frequency ω reads
where κ c = ω 0 /Q C , κ i = ω 0 /Q i and κ t = κ c + κ i are the modified coupling, internal, and total energy decay rates, and α in (resp. α) is the reduced complex amplitude of the incident field from port 1 towards the resonator (resp. internal field inside the resonator), expressed in square root of photons per seconds (resp. square root of photons).
This third order polynomial equation has 1 or 3 real solutions depending on |α in | and on the reduced frequency Ω ≡ 2(ω − ω 0 )/κ t . The bifurcation from 1 to 3 solutions
The internal amplitudes are plotted on Fig. 5 .a as a function of Ω for various input powers P in = |α in | 2 ω 0 . Above bifurcation, one of the solutions is metastable, and the internal field is hysteretic (arrows on the figure) and cannot be exploited for continuous detection. Our electrometer will thus be operated with the resonator below bifurcation.
Then, the output microwave field
on port 2 results from the interference between the incident field and the field re-emitted by the resonator to the right direction, which yields now an α−dependent transmission coefficient
. The corresponding responsivity normalized to Eq. (6) for a comparison with the linear case, G = |∂ ν S 21 |/|∂ ν S 21 (α in = 0)|, is plotted in Fig. 5 .b as a function of frequency for several input powers up to the bifurcation. As bifurcation is approached, an enhancement of the responsivity is clearly observed (G > 1), while the responsivity bandwidth is reduced [31] . The gain in responsivity as well as its corresponding -3dB gain bandwidth BW are plotted on Fig. 5 .c as a function of the incident power.
An interesting property of this non linear resonator is that it lowers the effective noise temperature of the amplification chain. Indeed, with a frequency above 4GHz, the superconducting resonator operated in a dilution refrigerator at a temperature of about 20mK is cold enough to be in the quantum regime with very little photon noise. More quantitatively, its noise temperature T N,r = ω r /2k B is much lower than that of the following HEMT amplifier, and the effective noise temperature of the amplification chain becomes T N = T N,r + T N,HEMT /G 2 . As the microwave power P in and consequently δn G,µ = 2 gα/E C are increased up to bifurcation, T N decreases as shown in fig. 6 .a which correlatively improves the sensitivity. By noting that the dependence of G on P in − P B is universal we can infer that the sensitivity has a universal dependence on δn G (orN ) upon approaching the bifurcation, which we show on Fig. 6 .b.
Consequently, we choose to operate our electrometer at an input power P in ∼ P B close to bifurcation. We also choose the n opt G working point at which the slope ∂ q C Q is negative such that a detected charge q will displace n G further away from 1/2, lowering K 0 and thus moving the system further away from bifurcation. Assuming a large quality factor Q t , we thus obtain a quantum limited charge sensitivity at bifurcation
with
t |K 0 | . The remaining parameter to expand is K 0 . To do so we use the RWA as an analytical guideline, even though we have shown in section III E 1 that this simplification does not give quantitative results. Using K TLS from Eq. (10) for K 0 yields P B ∝ g −4 and a much simpler form for the sensitivity,
which strikingly no longer depends on g and P B . This can be understood in the following way: as g increases, better responsivity is achieved while at the same time the highest allowed working power decreases due to nonlinearity, hence lowering the signal to noise ratio; those two effects compensate exactly within the RWA. We then check numerically that the independence of S B e on g and P B remains true within a few percents for the exact Hamiltonian (9) and for all parameter sets satisfying g/ω r ∈ [0.008 − 0.2], provided m-photons resonant exchange processes are avoided. This means that the sensitivity at bifurcation takes the reduced form s which depends only on ω r /E J and E J /E C , and that E C should be maximized.
We plot s B e ( ω r /E J , E J /E C ) in fig. 6 .c as well as s B e,RWA in fig. 6 .d for comparison. The reduced sensitivity s B e is found to improve at low ω r /E J and low E J /E C . However the optimization is constrained: E C can be increased only up to a maximum value that depends on the technology used for the CPB fabrication, and ω r cannot be lower than 5-10k B T / (with T the base temperature of the electrometer) to keep the resonator in the quantum regime, which altogether defines a constant product for the remaining variables ( ω r /E J )×(E J /E C ).
The optimal sensitivity is thus found at the minimum of s B e along a hyperbola, as the one shown in fig. 6 .b. for ω r /k B = 0.12K and E C /k B = 3K, i.e. values that can be reached in many laboratories. The corresponding optimum sensitivity is found on the graph at E J /k B = 0.3K.
To summarize, the sensitivity of the electrometer that we propose will be optimum when choosing a resonator having any characteristic impedance, the lowest frequency ω r above 5 − 10k B T / and Q factors 1000 < Q c Q i (r 1) contrary to what was found from Eq. (8), when maximizing the charging energy E C , and operating at an input power P in P B slightly below the res-onator bifurcation whatever the CPB-resonator coupling g is; the only remaining free parameter E J will finally be optimized according to the procedure described in fig.  6 .c.
IV. OFFSET CHARGE NOISE AND QUASIPARTICLE POISONING
We now discuss two problems often encountered when operating a CPB: offset gate charge noise of microscopic origin, and tunneling of residual quasiparticles in and out of the CPB island. We present briefly these issues and describe how to deal with them in practice in an actual electrometer.
A. Offset gate charge noise
Offset charge refers to randomly fluctuating charged defects in the vicinity of the CPB island, which induce net gate charge variations (noise). Charge noise in CPBs has been found to come mainly from oxide defects either inside [32, 33] or close to [34, 35] the Josephson junction, that is from locations where the defects are more strongly coupled to the CPB electric dipole. The magnitude of charge noise can be reduced by improving the quality of the junction dielectric [36] , though no definitive cure has been found yet and the subject is still an active field of research [37] .
The spectral density of this noise is known to have a 1/f α dependence [6] with α 1, due to a collection of widely distributed two level systems [38, 39] , which result in a continuous slow drift of n G . This gives rise to two issues for the electrometer: (i) its sensitivity is degraded at low frequency due to charge noise, up to a frequency called the 1/f corner, above which noise is dominated by k B T N as discussed in section III E 2. (ii) The sensitivity reaches its floor S B e above the 1/f corner, only on the condition that n G does not drift significantly away from n opt G . An efficient and easy way to compensate for the slow n G drift away from n opt G is to adapt constantly the voltage applied to a feedback gate (see Fig. 2 and 7) , in order to maintain a constant quantum capacitance, i.e. maintain the amplitude and phase of the microwave signal transmitted through the measuring line. This has both the advantages of keeping the optimal responsivity, and linearizing the electrometer response to a charge change.
The sensitivity degradation below the 1/f corner can also be partially cured by coupling a number N of identical CPB-resonator electrometers to the same device, which yields a √ N gain on sensitivity, assuming uncorrelated charge noises for the different CPBs. Note that the µw design proposed here conveniently enables frequency multiplexing of all the resonators by a single microwave line.
B. Quasiparticle poisoning
Although the volumic density ρ qp of quasiparticle excitations in a superconductor should decrease with temperature T as ∼ exp(−∆/k B T ) with ∆ the superconducting energy gap, one always observe at mK temperature outof-equilibrium quasiparticles at a much higher density, of the order of a few ones per µm 3 [40] . These quasiparticles can tunnel across the junction and poison the island with an unpaired electron. As a consequence, the simple energy diagram of Fig. 1b valid for the so-called "even" states corresponding to all electrons paired, becomes the diagram of Fig. 7a with an additional "odd" ground state band shifted by 1e in n G and by the free-energy difference ∆F [11] . Whenever a quasiparticle tunnels, the state of the island switches between the two bands of different parities [11] , which switches on and off the quantum capacitance at n opt G 1/2. With the corresponding switching rates Γ o→e and Γ e→o , the CPB spends a fraction of the time p e = Γ o→e /(Γ o→e + Γ e→o ) in the good (i.e. charge sensitive) even state.
The thermodynamics and the kinetics [9, 41, 42] of these jumps are governed in particular by ρ qp , and by the density ρ sg of island subgap states. Using an island material so that ρ sg is small, one can make Γ e→o very slow at low temperature, as demonstrated with NbTiN islands and Al grounds [43] , for which about 1 minute even state lifetime was observed. With such a lifetime much longer than the inverse bandwidth of the electrometer discussed in section III E 2, and in absence of specific feedback, the electrometer is operational only a fraction p e of the time, as illustrated in Fig. 7b . But it is also possible to program a feedback that shifts n G by 1e whenever a poisoning event occurs, in order to actively restore the even state sensitivity.
V. INTEGRATING OUR ELECTROMETER IN A MACROSCOPIC DETECTOR
The range of applications of the electrometer proposed here is wide: it could be used to study new quantum electrical devices or address present-day questions in mesoscopic physics, like measuring the charge of Majorana split states. However our goal is to use it for detection of rare astroparticle events creating a bunch of charges inside a massive semiconducting cristal (e.g Germanium) placed at a few mK.
The main problem in this bolometric application is the small coupling between the massive block and the mesoscopic electrometer: indeed, the block having a large selfcapacitance compared to the CPB gate, only a small frac- Sketch of a measurement in feedback mode, in presence of parity jumps and 1/f charge noise. (a) Even and odd ground state energy bands of the CPB as a function of total gate charge nG at EJ /EC = 0.1 (swapped axes). (b,c) Sketch of a possible time variation of the island parity, offset charge drift, and collected charge on the detector gate. Corresponding feedback gate charge maintaining the amplitude and phase of the transmitted microwave signal, calculated with a finite feedback speed higher than the detector discharge speed. The three detected events are indicated by arrows. The detector is blind during the recovery time after every parity jump.
tion (∼ 10
−5 ) of the total created charge is collected onto the CPB gate. To maximize the coupling, the detector gate capacitance between the CPB island and the semiconducting block should be made large, although we have concluded from our optimization that E C should be maximized. This means that the total capacitance budget is tight, and that a maximum amount of this budget should be devoted to coupling to the semiconducting block.
A simple evaluation of this budget goes as follows: The total capacitance is distributed between a Josephson junction of 100x100nm (C J ∼ 500 aF), a detector gate of similar capacitance (C G,d ∼ 500 aF), and the other gates and parasitic capacitances (C G,r + C G,f ∼ 200 aF), which results in a charging energy E C /k B = 3K. Taking a low-loss (r = 0.1) resonator of frequency f r = 2.4 GHz, we find an optimum Josephson coupling E J /E C = 0.1 and the corresponding quantum limited sensitivity S B e = 9.10 −7 e − / √ Hz, with a bandwidth determined by ω 0 /Q t . A Ge bolometer detector such as the ones used in CDMS [44] or EDELWEISS [45] can be optimized to have a capacitance between electrodes of about C det = 10 pF. Taking the capacitive division between C det and C G,d into account yields an energy sensitivity of 1.8 eV / √ Hz for neutral events, assuming an energy to charge conversion of 10 eV /e − , typical for nuclear recoil in Germanium [46] . This result outperforms by far (one to two orders of magnitude for similar C det ) all existing semiconducting charge amplifiers, even when accounting for a larger capacitive division [47] . Now in terms of bare charge sensitivity of the electrometer alone, these 9.10 −7 e − / √ Hz could seem disapointing compared to the ∼ 10 −6 e − / √ Hz sensitivity reported for the best superconducting µw-CPB or CPTs [8] . However, we stress that ours is given for a geometry suitable for coupling to macroscopic detectors, i.e. with a large coupling capacitance. Should we take the island geometrical parameters of ref. [8] , i.e. an island capacitance 58 aF (E C /k B = 64K), we would predict a sensitivity one order of magnitude better (S B e = 0.3 × (1 + r) /2E C 0.8 · 10
−7 e − / √ Hz), using the previous resonator parameters and the new optimum E J (along the hyperbola ω r /E C = 0.002).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how to optimize a wide-band µw-Cooper Pair Box electrometer. By taking advantage of the resonator nonlinearity induced by the CPB, a quantum limited sensitivity about ten times better than the linear one can be obtained, similar to what would be achieved using a separate quantum limited amplifier.
Interestingly, in the nonlinear case, the CPB-resonator coupling strength and the resonator impedance disappear from the optimization problem, which leads to a much simpler constrained numerical optimization.
Taking routinely achiveable parameters, we predict a conservative quantum limited sensitivity S B e in the 10 −7 e − / √ Hz range, which should make possible to clarify the physics of new quantum electrical devices, and to fabricate much more sensitive bolometers for particle detection.
